
It is better for children to grow up in the countryside than in a big city. Do you agree or 
disagree? Use specific reasons and examples to develop your essay.

Although amongst all the components resulting in a good life, the place can be 
sited in top ones, there are no exact indicators to illustrate where is the best place is; 
big cities or small ones. Had Kant ‘s family left their small hometown, we would not 
know him as we do now, and perhaps, diversely conversely for Van Gog if he hadn’t 
would not left his small town for Paris. Seemingly, it all depends on what we expect 
from life and our conditions. 

On the one hand, big cities offer their citizens lots of facilities which can help 
them to pursue their goals. Personally, I like to provide my children with various 
opportunities in these types of cities like that those of educating education or even 
matured health care systems. Maybe, there is not an elephantine gap between 
schools here and there but disturbingly, I can imagine the repetitive picture of waiting 
clients came coming from a the countryside in hospitals and clinics which no sooner 
had I entered them than I faced them. Moreover, different sub-cultures coexisting in 
big cities together equipped people with a chance to get acquainted with others. My 
nephew, taking as an example, is experiencing a broad circle of friends presenting 
different dispositions in several grounds even in religion and mother language, hence 
his plural attitude and wide horizon to diversity in his childhood. 

On the other hand, barely can our new constructions adorned with splendent 
shining names like metropolises, suffocated by all identifiable sort of pollutions, 
suffering from hazardous tenses, humped byed an unbearably enormous population 
and rarely responsive to their needs, make a good choice for a child who needs a safe 
and sound atmosphere to grow. Enjoying the relaxed feeling of peace and tranquility, I 
can imagine my children with their friends playing in the front garden of my house in a 
small town unlike the inharmonic spirit of those big cities at least in their CBDs.

To make a long story short, I personally would not restrict myself to these 
choices and would rather to bridge these two, by which I mean the surrounding areas 
of big cities would be rational choices which not only provide my children with a range 
of desirable and of course necessitous facilities but also do not jeopardize the zesty 
lifestyle which I thirst for my young charges them.


